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bought four local dailies and set about studying them over

A TROUW STORY

breakfast. I quickly narrowed the choice down to two, TROUW
and VOLKSKRANT, and headed for their offices without further

On January 31, 1992, the 360th, full-circle anniversary of the

delay. By some twist of fate—soon to be explained—they

now-famous anatomy lesson conducted by Dr. Nicolaes Tulp,

were located across the street from each other on the

TROUW, an Amsterdam daily, printed an article on my "discovery"

Wibautstraat. TROUW was my first choice.

that the navel of the dissected corpse in the Rembrandt painting

Large entrance hall, reception desk, security guard.

based on this event had been given the shape of the letter "R" (see

Questions, answers, a call upstairs: yes, someone can see me,

entry 51).

but the time is so short, etc. I wait. A young woman comes

The front-page headline reads: "Navelstaren levert R van

downstairs.

Rembrandt

op,"

which

means

She basically has no time, but listens

sympathetically, then with more interest.

Can I leave the

something like: Navel contemplation

material and come back in two hours? "Trouw" meaning trust,

turns up the R of Rembrandt—very

what could I do?

funny. Earlier in that same month, I had

Next stop, VOLKSKRANT across the street.

Large

travelled to Amsterdam to take in the

entrance hall, reception desk, security guard (these journalists

latest Rembrandt blockbuster and gone

sure know how to keep an objective distance from the events).

to The Hague to check this navel thing

The art editor is out on assignment, no one has time, a young

with my own eyes once and for all. The

man comes down because I will not just leave the material at

R was visible on any good reproduction

the desk and go. He promises to put it in the editor's box—

of the painting, but could be a purely

can I call back at four?

accidental graphic effect (e.g. due to

Having time on my hands, I walk across

the printing screen). In front of the actual painting, I saw that this

the Amstel to the Municipal Archives, where

was not the case. I took black and white photographs for evidence

I have the good fortune of being able to

(see next page).

meet S.A.C. Dudok van Heel, the Chief

On the way back to Hamburg I got the idea of publishing this

Archivist, who does have some time, and we talk in the

discovery in a daily newspaper, a choice that seemed fitting in light

cafeteria. We exchange stories, mostly about Rembrandt and

of Rembrandt's own taste for sensation

Paris, where he teaches. I try the navel test, but it's no go: he

and the momentary. For commemorative

sees nothing resembling an R: par for the course. A special

reasons, I slated R-Day for the 31st.

exhibition of Rembrandt documents is being set up and Mr.

After having polished off my article on

Dudok van Heel graciously invites me to a preview.

the train (with a typewriter!), I arrived in

By the time I'm through, it's already time to call TROUW.

Amsterdam on the morning of the 30th,

They are interested, will I stop by and talk with their art editor?

He will not use my article, but interviews me on my work
instead. It seems important for him to know for sure whether
or not Rembrandt deliberately imbedded the R—which he and
his colleagues do see, of course. To simplify things, I allow
that Rembrandt did it consciously. By the end of the interview
I am 300 guilders richer and have a promise that an article with
my photographs will appear on the next day.

Right on

schedule. Part of the deal is not to sell the story to any other
paper.

VOLKSKRANT, as it happens, belongs to the same

press group. It's a deal!
January 31st, also happened to be the birthday of Juliana,
Princess of Orange. I celebrated by eating an orange. Can
you guess what kind it was?
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